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Magnetic skyrmions are nanoscale swirling spin texture 
exhibiting nontrivial real-space topology1,2. Since the first 
observation in 20093, this chiral spin configuration has 

been investigated intensively due to a variety of exotic characteris-
tics, including topological protection from defects and disorder4,5; 
compact and self-organized lattice forms3,6–8; and a solitonic nature 
allowing excitation, annihilation and controlled motion4,9–13. These 
compelling features offer not only new opportunities for investigat-
ing non-trivial topological physics but also great potential for future 
spintronics applications2,13. In view of realizing skyrmion-based 
spintronic devices with high integration levels and superior perfor-
mance, it is essential to achieve effective control of skyrmion prop-
erties, including size, density and stability2.

Magnetic skyrmions are, in most cases, driven by the 
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI)14–16. This chiral interac-
tion stems from both spin–orbit coupling (SOC) and inversion-
symmetry-breaking13,15. Unlike the exchange interaction, which 
always aligns spins, the DMI tends to whirl spins, which makes 
it the key to manipulating skyrmion properties17. Specifically, 
the stability of magnetic skyrmions can be evaluated by the criti-
cal DMI constant π= ∕D JK4C , where J and K are the exchange 
stiffness and out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy, respectively2. For 
non-centrosymmetric ferromagnets, such as the B20 compounds, 
Cu2OSeO3 and GaV4S8, the relatively larger DMI constant (D) over 
DC can stabilize skyrmions in a compact lattice form with typical 
diameters in the approximate range from 10 to 100 nm (refs 6–8,18,19). 
However, the magnetic interactions for specific bulk compounds are 
almost invariant. In contrast, skyrmions in heavy-metal/ferromag-
net multilayers are highly sensitive to the stacking sequences, layer 

compounds, and various external stimuli20–25. A locally imposed 
spin-transfer torque, electric field, or current gradient can trigger 
in-situ control of skyrmion properties and even nucleation/anni-
hilation of individual skyrmions4,9–13,22–25. Nevertheless, the smaller  
D compared to DC commonly leads to metastable and isolated sky-
rmions, and the typical skyrmion diameter is in the range from sev-
eral hundred nanometres to micrometres9–11,22,23, which could hinder 
the degree of integration in practical devices2. Although numerous 
skyrmion systems have been discovered, the contradiction between 
miniaturization and controllability has not been fully resolved12,25.

Ferroelectricity is one of the best-studied long-range ferroic 
orders with inversion-symmetry-breaking26. The nonvolatile, 
switchable nature of ferroelectric (FE) polarization renders the 
degree and direction of inversion-symmetry-breaking eminently 
tunable. Thus, integrating ferroelectricity into magnetic skyrmion 
systems, if realized, would offer a great potential to enhance the 
electrical controllability. This paradigm has been corroborated by 
recent reports on the multiferroic compound GaV4S8, in which 
magnetic skyrmions and spontaneous electric polarization coexist 
and strongly couple with each other27. Very recently, possible mag-
netic skyrmion states were also proposed and observed in a variety 
of epitaxial oxide heterostructures24,28–30. These epitaxial systems 
further imply greater flexibility and the possibility of coupling fer-
roelectricity and magnetic skyrmions via artificially designed het-
erointerfaces31.

In the present work, we report the discovery of FE-driven, highly 
tunable magnetic skyrmions in ultrathin BaTiO3/SrRuO3 (BTO/
SRO) bilayer heterostructures. As schematically shown in Fig. 1a, 
FE-driven ionic displacements in BTO may cross the heterointerface  
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and continue for several unit cells into SRO. This so-called FE  
proximity effect has been both predicted and demonstrated in 
various FE/metallic oxide heterointerfaces32–35. In our BTO/SRO  
heterostructures, this effect can induce a sizeable DMI, thus stabiliz-
ing robust magnetic skyrmions. Furthermore, by harnessing the FE 
polarization of the BTO capping layer, we can achieve local, revers-
ible and nonvolatile control of skyrmion properties. This ferroelec-
trically tunable skyrmion system suggests a potential direction for 
designing skyrmion-based functional devices with high integration 
levels and addressability.

emergent DMi at the BTO/SRO interface
We first explore the microscopic origin of the DMI at the BTO/
SRO heterointerface. SRO, a 4d transition-metal-oxide, has an SOC 
strength of 0.1~0.15 eV (ref. 36). The lattice distortion driven by the 
FE proximity effect breaks the inversion symmetry of the SRO struc-
ture near the BTO/SRO interface. Considering a [001]-oriented FE 
polarization (Fig.1a), the degree of inversion-symmetry-breaking in 
SRO can be described as the vertical ionic displacement between 
Ru and O in the RuO2 plane (δRu–O)32–35,37. By taking the analogy to 
multiferroics consisting of spiral magnetic ordering26, we expect an 
emergent DMI in the ferroelectrically distorted SRO lattice. Given 
two neighbouring spins S1 and S2 in SRO, the Hamiltonian of the 
DMI is defined as follows:

⋅= ×H D S S( )DMI 12 1 2 , where the DMI vector is given by 
= ^ × ^DD r z12 12 . Here ẑ and r̂12 represent unit vectors along the 

[001] axis and pointing from S1 to S2, respectively. As schematically 
depicted in Fig. 1b, D12 should lie in-plane, perpendicular to the 
Ru–O–Ru chains15,16.

To validate this plausible mechanism of ferroelectrically-driven 
DMI, we performed ab initio density functional theory (DFT)  
calculations on the magnetic interactions in SRO with various  

δRu–O (see Methods and Supplementary Section 1 for details). As 
shown in Fig. 1c, the calculated D first increases almost linearly 
with δRu–O, similar to the trend noted in spiral-ordered multiferro-
ics26. Further increasing δRu–O above 0.2 Å leads to a slight reduction 
in D, possibly due to changes in electronic structure. In contrast, the 
calculated J (Fig. 1d) remains nearly unchanged as δRu–O increases. 
At δRu–O =  0.15 Å, D and D/J attain maxima of 2.30 meV and 0.18, 
respectively. Both parameters are comparable to the typical  
values in previously reported skyrmion systems20,21. Accordingly, we 
expected that this in-plane DMI near the BTO/SRO interface may 
stabilize Néel-type magnetic skyrmions13.

Topological Hall effect in BTO/SRO heterostructures
The BTO/SRO heterostructures were epitaxially grown on atom-
ically-flat SrTiO3(001) [STO(001)] substrates using pulsed laser 
deposition (see Methods and Supplementary Section 2 for details)38. 
The thicknesses of SRO (tSRO) and BTO (tBTO) were precisely con-
trolled on a unit-cell scale. The epitaxial quality, ferroelectricity, 
electrical transport and magnetism of the BTO/SRO heterostruc-
tures have been comprehensively characterized (Supplementary 
Sections 2–4). These basic physical properties are consistent with 
those in previously reported BTO and SRO ultrathin films30,38,39.

We first explored possible magnetic skyrmions in the BTO/SRO 
heterostructures via Hall measurements. In a prototypical magnetic 
skyrmion system, the transverse Hall resistivity ρxy can be decom-
posed into ρ ρ ρ ρ= + +xy OHE AHE THE, where the three terms denote 
the ordinary, anomalous and topological Hall resistivities, respec-
tively1. The ordinary Hall effect (OHE) is described by ρ = R HOHE 0 ,  
where R0 and H are the ordinary Hall coefficient and out-of-plane 
magnetic field, respectively. For all of the Hall results shown below, 
the OHE contribution has been subtracted by fitting the linear slope 
of the ρxy–H curve at μ0H ≥  5 T. The anomalous Hall effect (AHE) is 
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Fig. 1 | Ferroelectric proximity effect and the DMi at the BTO/SRO interface. a, Schematic diagram of the ferroelectric (FE) proximity effect at the  
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generally expressed as ρ = R MAHE s , where Rs and M are cumulative 
AHE coefficient and magnetization, respectively39. The topological 
Hall effect (THE) arises from the Berry phase acquired by conduc-
tion electrons as they pass through a skyrmion1,23. In the limit of 
strong exchange coupling between the electron spin and local M in 
the skyrmion, the THE contribution is expressed as follows

ρ = ∕P R n h e (1)THE s 0 sk

where Ps, nsk, h and e denote the spin polarization of carriers, sky-
rmion density, Planck constant and elementary charge, respectively. 
For SRO, we estimate Ps =  − 10 ±  5 % (refs 30,39).

The Hall signals of SRO/BTO samples are strongly dependent on 
the bilayer structure (that is, tSRO and tBTO). As shown in Fig. 2a, the 
ρxy–H curve of the BTO(20 u.c.)/SRO(8 u.c.) sample (B20S8) at 10 K 
(where u.c. is unit cell) is similar to an inverted ferromagnetic M–H 
loop, signifying a dominant AHE with negative Rs. As tSRO decreases 
to 5 u.c. (B20S5), the ρxy–H curve clearly shows two additional non-
monotonic humps at ± 2.5 T, which cannot be assigned to the AHE. 
Recently, similar ρxy–H behaviour was reported in SrIrO3/SRO 
bilayer skyrmion systems24,30. On this basis, we suggest that these 
humps should be assigned to the THE with a skyrmionic nature. As 
tSRO decreases to 4 u.c. (B20S4), the AHE hysteresis loop becomes 
slimmer and the THE humps become prominent, indicating the 
appearance of high-density skyrmions. In addition, as tBTO decreases 
from 8 u.c. to 0 (Fig. 2b), the THE feature becomes gradually sup-
pressed and finally vanishes.

We further investigated the basic skyrmion properties by pre-
cisely determining ρTHE. Taking the B20S4 sample as an example  
(Fig. 2c), we measured the M–H curve and used it to fit the ρAHE con-
tribution21,30. By subtracting ρOHE and ρAHE from ρxy, we obtained the 
ρTHE–H curve. When H is aligned parallel with the core spin orien-
tation of the skyrmion and approaches the coercive field (HC), ρTHE 
increases sharply and peaks at approximately ± 1.65 T. Further sweep-
ing H across HC, ρTHE starts to decrease gradually and vanishes at the 
critical field μ0Hsk =  ±  3.9 T, at which the M–H hysteresis loop closes 
also. The ρTHE–H behaviour strongly indicates that the skyrmions are 
excitations from the ferromagnetic background, and their emergence 
is assisted by the ferromagnetic domain switching. This behaviour, 
distinct from conventional skyrmion systems with a helix ground 
state6,21, can be further corroborated by the micromagnetic simula-
tions (Supplementary Section 5). According to the ρTHE–H curves 
measured at various temperatures (Supplementary Section 4), the 
THE of the B20S4 sample can persist up to 80 K (close to the Curie 
temperature of approximately 100 K) and even at zero field, which 
highlights the robustness of these FE-driven skyrmions.

The evolution of nsk (estimated from ρTHE and equation (1)) with 
sample structures (here, tSRO and tBTO) provides important informa-
tion about the origin of skyrmions. On one hand, the fast decay of 
nsk as tSRO increases (Fig. 2d) implies that the driving force of sky-
rmions should be located close to the heterointerface. On the other 
hand, as tBTO decreases below 8 u.c., nsk reduces dramatically (Fig. 2e)  
in association with the suppression of the FE polarization. This 
trend further demonstrates that skyrmions should be FE-driven, 
probably through the FE proximity effect.

Magnetic force microscopy of BTO/SRO heterostructure
Real-space imaging of the microscopic magnetic texture is highly 
desired to further support the existence of skyrmions. Accordingly, 
we performed magnetic force microscopy (MFM) measurements on 
the B20S5 sample (see Methods), in which both M and ρTHE have 
moderate magnitudes (Fig. 3j). MFM images were obtained at vari-
ous values of H ranging from 5 to − 5 T. Representative images and the 
full set of images are shown in Fig. 3a–e and Supplementary Section 6,  
respectively. Figure 3a, taken at the fully saturated ferromagnetic 
state, exhibits a weak and stripe-like MFM contrast, which can be 

explained by the local inhomogeneities in both tSRO and magnetism 
near the terrace edges39. This poor MFM contrast, together with 
the weak overall magnetism and small skyrmion size, makes direct 
imaging of skyrmions challenging. To improve the imaging quality,  
we applied a pixel-by-pixel subtraction operation to every two adja-
cent images measured from − 2.5 to − 2.9 T. Because of the minor 
variation of M in this H range, the invariant MFM contrast from  
terrace edges cancels out after the subtraction operation. As shown in 
Fig. 3f,g, the processed MFM images clearly exhibit numerous mag-
netic domain-like contrasts (blue) against a uniform background 
(yellow). These MFM signals should be related to either magnetic 
skyrmions or magnetic bubble domains that emerge as H changes.

We can classify the MFM contrasts into two categories (Type 1 
and 2) according to their shapes and sizes. Type 1 MFM contrasts, 
appearing in all of the subtracted images, have rather uniform 
sizes and circular shapes. In the histogram of equivalent diameters  
(Fig. 3h), these MFM contrasts correspond to the narrow Gaussian 
distribution peaked at ~90 nm. Their uniformity in size and mag-
nitude can be further corroborated by the similar MFM line pro-
files shown in Fig. 3i. These results strongly suggest that the Type 
1 MFM contrasts probably originate from individual skyrmions. 
Compared with magnetic bubble domains, skyrmions tend to have 
much more uniform size and circular shapes in the small H range 
(− 2.5 to − 2.9 T). Type 2 MFM contrasts have larger sizes and irreg-
ular shapes, corresponding to the much broader Gaussian distribu-
tion peaked at ~160 nm. According to the observed large diversities 
in morphology, Type 2 MFM contrasts should be assigned to either 
magnetic bubble domains or skyrmion clusters. The magnetic bub-
ble domains could be topologically equivalent to one or multiple 
skyrmions, and the skyrmion clusters are formed by multiple adja-
cent skyrmions40. Due to the inadequate spatial resolution of MFM, 
the true spin texture of the Type 2 contrasts remains an open ques-
tion. It could be investigated further using other real-space imaging 
techniques with higher resolution—for example, Lorentz transmis-
sion electron microscopy40,41.

MFM results can provide important information about sky-
rmion size and density. As shown in Fig. 3i, the full-width-at-half-
maximum (FWHM) of the Type 1 MFM profile is ~90 nm, which 
could be much wider than the real skyrmion diameter due to broad-
ening from the MFM tip and skyrmion stray field21,42. By taking this 
factor into account, we estimated that the size of individual sky-
rmions could be in the range 50–100 nm (see procedural details in 
Supplementary Section 6). We further calculated the changes in nsk 
(Δ nsk) as H increases from − 2.5 T to − 2.9 T. As shown in Fig. 3k, 
Δ nsk derived from MFM images and those calculated from equa-
tion (1) share the same trend, which confirms the strong correla-
tion between the THE and nsk. However, quantitatively, Δ nsk derived 
from MFM images are consistently a factor of five less than the val-
ues calculated from equation (1). This discrepancy can be explained 
by the relatively weak exchange coupling in BTO/SRO samples 
and resultant non-adiabatic contribution of ρTHE (Supplementary 
Section 7)43. Notably, the proportional relationship between ρTHE 
and nsk prevails in both strong and weak exchange coupling cases. 
Hence, we can still use ρTHE as a reliable probe to investigate the 
skyrmion properties.

Ferroelectric control of skyrmion properties
Next, we demonstrated the prominent tunability of FE-driven 
skyrmions in BTO/SRO heterostructures. Because of the strongly 
correlated DMI and ferroelectricity, we may be able to tune the sky-
rmion properties simply by switching the FE polarization. Here, we 
employed an atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based electric gating 
approach to realize the FE-mediated controllability (see Methods 
and Supplementary Section 8 for details)44,45. As depicted in Fig. 4a, 
we first selectively poled certain areas of the B20S4 sample Hall bar 
at room temperature using a biased conducting AFM tip (tip bias 
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Vtip =  ± 8 V). Then we cooled the sample below 100 K and investi-
gated the skyrmion properties by measuring ρTHE. It is noteworthy 
that the pre-poled FE domain patterns remain stable throughout the 
Hall measurements (Supplementary Section 3), which manifests the 
nonvolatile nature of this FE-mediated controllability.

Local switching of the BTO polarization leads to marked 
changes in the THE. As shown in Fig. 4b, we first poled the entire 
conducting channel with Vtip =  − 8 V, achieving upward polariza-
tion in BTO. After cooling to 10 K, the uniformly upward-poled 
Hall bar exhibits a slight enhancement in ρTHE compared with that 
in the pristine FE state (multi-domain structure with a preferential 
upward polarization, shown in Supplementary Section 3). We then 
divided the channel into three stripes and sequentially reversed the 
FE polarization of these regions with Vtip =  +  8 V. The selectively 
poled stripe regions clearly exhibit stable and uniformly down-
ward polarization, as shown in the top panels of Fig. 4c–e. After  
sequentially poling the polarization of the stripe regions to down-
ward, ρTHE (bottom panels in Fig. 4c,d) decreases gradually. For  
the full downward-poling case (Fig. 4e), ρTHE decreases by ~80%, 

signifying a substantial reduction in nsk. Fig. 4f shows the contour 
plots of ρTHE versus T and H and skyrmion phase diagrams after 
full upward- and downward-poling. In the downward-poling case, 
the skyrmion phase boundary exhibits a clear shrinkage toward 
lower H and T, which implies that the thermodynamic stability 
of skyrmions decreases. As shown in Fig. 4g, the maximum ρTHE 
decreases almost linearly with the switched FE domain area. In 
addition, the FE-switching-triggered modifications in THE are 
highly reproducible (Supplementary Section 8). These results 
strongly suggest that the FE control of skyrmion properties is truly 
local, reversible and nonvolatile.

Ferroelectric proximity effect at the atomic scale
Finally, we explore how the FE proximity effect stabilizes and tunes 
magnetic skyrmions in BTO/STO heterostructures at the atomic 
scale. Given an ABO3 perovskite unit cell, FE distortion results in 
sizeable displacements of the B-site cations with respect to the cen-
tre position of the four A-site cations (δA–B, denoted as δBa–Ti and  
δSr–Ru for BTO and SRO, respectively). As our tetragonal BTO film 
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has [001]-oriented polarization37, here we consider out-of-plane 
ionic displacement only. We employed atomically resolved high-
angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(HAADF-STEM) to map the δA–B near the BTO/SRO interfaces. 
HAADF-STEM images measured from the B20S4 sample along the 
[100] zone axis with different polarization configurations are shown 
in Supplementary Section 9. From these images, we calculated and 
plotted the averaged δA–B depth profiles in Fig. 5. Positive (negative) 
δA–B corresponds to upward (downward) polarization.

The δA–B depth profiles are highly dependent on the polariza-
tion directions. In the upward polarization configuration (top of 
Fig. 5), the positive δBa–Ti are nearly constant and close to the bulk 
value. Such FE distortion can penetrate into SRO and give rise to 
a sizeable δSr–Ru, which decays gradually within the top three SRO 
monolayers. The ultrathin SRO film with degraded metallicity 
may give rise to a rather imperfect carrier screening of FE bound 
charges. Consequently, the FE-like distortion in SRO becomes  

energetically favourable in terms of compensating the large depo-
larization field32,33. In the downward polarization configuration  
(bottom of Fig. 5), by contrast, δBa–Ti starts to decrease near the BTO/
SRO interface, and δSr–Ru also becomes much smaller and confined 
in the top SRO monolayer only. This structural asymmetry may 
originate from the extrinsic electron doping in the BTO layer, aris-
ing from unavoidable oxygen vacancies. These extra free carriers 
accumulate near the BTO/SRO interface in the downward polar-
ization configuration. They not only reduce the FE distortion of 
BTO locally but also provide additional screening of the FE bound 
charges32,46. Therefore, the ionic displacements in both BTO and 
SRO are suppressed at the interface.

Furthermore, the polarization-dependent δA–B profile can 
also explain the high stability and tunability of skyrmion proper-
ties. For the upward-poling case, the prominent δSr–Ru results in a 
strong DMI, which decays gradually from the top to bottom SRO 
monolayers. Such a unique DMI depth profile gives rise to the large  
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5 K at various field strengths as H sweeps from 5 to − 5 T. The MFM contrast represents the MFM tip resonant frequency shift (Δ f). Negative (positive)  
Δ f signifies the magnetization lies parallel (antiparallel) to the external H. f,g, MFM images obtained via pixel-by-pixel subtraction on images in b, c and d 
(framed in red). The number of emergent skyrmions (Δ n) and interval of H (Δ H) are labelled. Representative Type 1 and 2 MFM contrasts are marked by 
solid bars and dotted loops, respectively. The scanning area is 4 ×  4 μ m. All scale bars correspond to 1 μ m. h, Statistical histogram of equivalent diameter 
(DE), calculated from the area of the domain-like contrast at half-maximum in all the subtracted MFM images. The experimental histogram can be fitted 
well by two Gaussian distributions. The narrow one peaked at ~90 nm corresponds to Type 1 contrasts (individual skyrmions). The broader one peaked at 
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images are marked by closed rhombi (for images a–e) and open circles (for the full set of images shown in Supplementary Section 6). k, The changes in  
nsk (Δ nsk) derived from ρTHE (solid circles, red) and MFM images (solid squares, green). The error bars represent the upper and lower limits of Δ nsk, which 
were calculated by treating all Type 2 MFM contrasts as skyrmion clusters and individual magnetic bubble domains, respectively.
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nsk and high stability of skyrmions (see Supplementary Sections 9 
and 10 for detailed analyses). In contrast, for the downward-poling 
case, the δSr–Ru is much weaker. Consequently, Deff decreases sub-
stantially, inevitably reducing both nsk and the thermodynamic sta-
bility. Notably, reversal of the DMI vector should not change the 
sign of ρTHE (Supplementary Note 2), which is consistent with our 
observations in Fig. 4b–e. We further characterized the OHE, AHE 
and longitudinal transport properties of the BTO/SRO samples for 
different polarization configurations (Supplementary Section 8). 
These results confirmed that the FE-modulations of carrier density 
and magnetism are minor and have negligible effects on the sky-
rmion properties47. The FE control of skyrmion properties should 
be dominated by the direct modulations of the DMI.

Summary and outlook
We exploited the ultrathin BTO/SRO heterostructure as a platform 
hosting small and highly tunable magnetic skyrmions. In this sys-
tem, the FE proximity effect near the BTO/SRO interface gives rise 
to an emergent DMI, thereby creating robust magnetic skyrmions. 
By harnessing the FE polarization of the BTO capping layer, we 

achieved local, switchable and nonvolatile control of the density and 
stability of magnetic skyrmions.

The ferroelectrically tunable magnetic skyrmions in BTO/SRO 
heterostructures allow remarkable versatility when designing and 
fabricating skyrmion-based devices. Domain switching in FE thin 
films can be achieved at various length scales, ranging from microme-
tres to nanometres44,45,48. By downscaling the FE domain size, it is 
possible to not only tune the overall skyrmion properties microscop-
ically (as demonstrated herein) but also realize the nucleation/dele-
tion of individual skyrmions. Moreover, such a multi-scale tunability 
can be achieved in skyrmions with typical diameters below 100 nm, 
which could be potentially suitable for both electrical detection and 
high-density integration2. On this basis, FE/ferromagnetic ultrathin 
oxide heterostructures could offer an effective approach to simul-
taneously improve the integration and addressability of skyrmion-
based devices. Furthermore, this all-oxide skyrmion system can be 
flexibly and epitaxially grown with other functional oxide hetero-
structures. This compelling advantage offers a fertile playground for 
exploring emergent phenomena that arise from interfacing magnetic 
skyrmions with additional functionalities31.
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Fig. 5 | Scanning transmission electron microscopy results near the 
BTO/SRO interface. Ionic displacement (δA–B) profiles derived from the 
atomically resolved HAADF-STEM images of the B20S4 sample (included 
in Supplementary Section 9). In each perovskite unit cell, δA–B is calculated 
from the displacement along the [001] axis between the B-site cation and 
the centre position of four A-site cations. The δA–B values are averaged 
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Methods
DFT calculations. DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio 
simulation (VASP) code49. The supercell used to calculate the DMI (exchange 
interaction) was constructed from a 4 ×  3 ×  3 ( 2  ×  2  ×  2) SRO pseudo-cubic 
unit cell. We manually imposed the ionic displacement δRu–O in the [001] 
direction to artificially create FE-like distortion in the SRO lattice. We varied the 
magnitude of δRu–O from 0 to 0.25 Å. The DMI constant D and exchange stiffness 
J were determined by mapping the total energies of artificially imposed spin 
configurations on the Hamiltonian ⋅ ⋅= − ∑ + ∑ ×H J DS S d S S( )ij i j ij ij i j  (refs 50,51). 
The details are described in Supplementary Section 1. Only the DMI and exchange 
coupling between nearest-neighbouring spins in the xy plane were considered 
in the calculations. The projector-augmented-wave method and the exchange-
correlation functional of the generalized gradient approximation in the Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof scheme were employed52. All the relativistic effects, including 
spin–orbit coupling were included. The cutoff energy for the plane-wave basis set 
was 500 eV. Approximately 10,000 k-points per reciprocal atom were used for all 
calculations.

Film growth and structural characterizations. SRO and BTO films were 
fabricated using a pulsed-laser deposition system with a KrF excimer laser. Prior to 
deposition, STO(001) substrates with low-miscut-angles (0.05~0.1°) were etched 
using buffered hydrofluoric acid and annealed in the ambient atmosphere, to 
create atomically smooth TiO2-terminated surfaces with one-unit-cell-high terrace 
structure. During deposition, the temperature of the substrate was maintained at 
700 °C. The SRO ultrathin films were grown under an oxygen pressure of 100 mtorr 
with a laser fluence of 2 J cm−2. The BTO layers were subsequently deposited at an 
oxygen pressure of 5 mtorr with a laser fluence of 1 J cm−2. The time-dependent 
intensity of the reflection high-energy electron diffraction patterns (Supplementary 
Section 2) indicates that SRO films grew in a step-flow mode, whereas the BTO 
films grew in a two-dimensional (2D) layer-by-layer mode.

HAADF-STEM measurements and analysis. All the HAADF-STEM images were 
measured using a Cs-corrected STEM (JEM-ARM200F; JEOL). Atomic positions 
were determined by simultaneously fitting all atomic peaks using 2D Gaussian 
functions via a Matlab code. The displacements of B-site cations with respect 
to the centres of four A-site cations were calculated in each perovskite unit cell. 
We defined the out-of-plane component of the ionic displacement as δA–B and 
neglected the in-plane component due to the very tiny magnitude.

PFM measurements. PFM measurements were performed at room temperature 
using a commercial scanning probe microscope (Cypher, MFP-3D; Asylum 
Research) and Ir/Pt-coated AFM tips (PPP-EFM; Nanosensors). The PFM 
hysteresis loops and images were collected from the BTO films in the dual 
alternating current resonance tracing (DART) mode. The typical tip radius 
was − 10 nm, and the force constant was ~3 N m−1. Before the PFM imaging or 
low-temperature Hall measurements, BTO films were electrically poled into pre-
designed domain structures using a conducting AFM tip (Vtip =  ±  8 V). To ensure 
homogenous domain switching, the fast scan velocity of the biased tip was set 
below 10 μ m s−1.

Low-temperature magnetism and transport measurements. M–T and M–H 
curves were recorded using a SQUID magnetometer (MPMS; Quantum Design) 
with H applied along the out-of-plane direction. The longitudinal and transverse 
transport data were measured using a physical properties measurement system 
(PPMS, Quantum Design) on standard Hall bars. Conventional photolithography 
and ion-milling were used to pattern the BTO/SRO films into the Hall bar 
geometry. The channel size was minimized to 20 ×  20 μ m2. After patterning, the 
samples were ex-situ annealed at 600 °C in ambient oxygen flow for 1 h to minimize 
the oxygen deficiency induced during growth and ion-milling. Ti (5 nm) and 
Pt (50 nm) films were sputtered onto the Hall bar as contact electrodes. After 
the entire fabrication process, the BTO/SRO conducting channels still exhibit 
atomically-flat topography and robust ferroelectricity (Supplementary Section 7). 
The Hall bars were electrically connected to a custom-built chip adaptor to enable 
quick transfer (within 20 min) from the PFM measurement set-up to the PPMS.

MFM experiments. MFM experiments were performed using a custom-designed 
variable temperature MFM system, equipped with a 20 T superconducting 
magnet53. We incorporate a commercial piezoresistive cantilever (PRC400; Hitachi 
High-Tech Science Corporation) as the force sensor. The resonant frequency of 
the cantilever is about 42 kHz. The MFM tip has a magnetic coating consisting 
of 5 nm Cr, 50 nm Fe and 5 nm Au films. This magnetic coating was magnetized 
perpendicular to the cantilever. The HC and saturation fields are ~250 Oe and 
~2,000 Oe, respectively. A built-in phase-locked loop (R9 controller; RHK 
Technology) was used for MFM scanning control and signal processing. During 
the MFM imaging, we first measured the topographic image using a contact 
mode and compensated the sample surface tilting along the fast and slow scan 
axes. Then we lifted the tip by ~100 nm to the surface and measured the MFM 
images in a frequency-modulation mode. The experiment details can be found in 
Supplementary Section 6.

Data availability
All relevant data that support the plots within this paper are available from the 
corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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